A boat with a purpose

2020 Vision, Join us?
For four years, owner Captain Casey has been
travelling the world learning about different
cultures and oceanic resources and studying their
needs. He believes business should be built with
the idea of giving back, locally and globally. He has
started a 501c3, AMAMA FOUNDATION, with
intentions of helping empower impoverished
individuals and families to use their own oceanic
resources responsibility and sustainably which
would have a positive economic impact in the
entire community and ultimately better the planet.
Not only will the Adventure X Boat Tours team
continue with the same quality boat trip
experience and outstanding customer service, but
we ALSO want to shed light on the fact that each
year we have made efforts to reduce our carbon
footprint through biodegradable products and
healthier food and drink options, catering from
Under the Bodhi Tree. We believe we have a daily
privilege and opportunity in educating the public in
using biodegradable sunscreen and educating them
on the issues of plastic, especially in our oceans
which of course has a tremendous detrimental
impact to our ocean animals and coral reefs.
We also encourage our crew to participate in beach
clean ups and community service opportunities
every year, to serve and give back to our local
community.

2020 goals. Each guest who comes out on one or
multiple trips will have a direct impact on helping
people in Hawaii and around the globe. Amama
Foundation’s goals are:
-To sponsor the Christmas Caroling event at Heart
Ranch in Hilo in December.
-To do an educational and girl’s empowerment boat
trip with the Kohala middle school girls at the end
of the school year (May) like the 2 we did in 2019
- To sponsor 2 children in the Maasai community, a
direct partnership with a long time client Paula and
the Sterling Hammack Foundation
- To sponsor 2 children from the Mully Children
Family Orphanage.
-To fund 6 paddleboards to help kickstart a local
business in Watamu, Kenya. Empowering a local to
develop a business using his own oceanic resource.
-To sponsor and host an individual, thru
scholarship, to do outreach in Bali and help teach
kids about the issues of plastic in the ocean.
Adventure X Boat Tours, also supports long-time
employee, Kelsey Poole, and her endeavors to
begin Moi Moi Market: a marketplace that sells
products of purpose. These products are sourced
locally and globally with intentions of helping
women get out of sexual exploitation, provide
clean water in places that do not have, and build
schools because world-wide education is key to a
better future. She will continue to work with
Adventure X Boat tours as Captain and Business
Manager, but we hope you can support her in this
new online marketplace and pop ups on the Big
Island. www.moimoimarket.com and
@moimoimarket
We are very looking forward to the new year and
everything it has to offer. We hope you can support
Adventure X Boat Tours as a dependable,
sustainable and responsible boat company, and
don’t forget, quite fun as well, but you can see
that what we do here in Hawaii will have a ripple
effect worldwide thru the power of our customer’s
dollar. The dollars spent with Adventure X will
make a difference in the Hawaiian community and
the world.

THE MALAIALENA
THE BOAT WITH A PURPOSE

Why go with Adventure X Boat Tours?
*Upgraded, safe and comfortable boat
-We operate a POLARIS boat which is a Rigid Inflatable Boat (like an upgraded zodiac boat). We have rubber
inflatable tubes which is the safest aspect of a vessel because of the buoyancy factor and it makes them stable.
There's padded seating, a bathroom on board, and an upper viewing deck that seats 4-5 passengers.
-We have all the up to date coast guard equipment: lifejackets, VHF radio, life-ring, fire extinguishers, GPS,
radar, sonar.
-We have an 8 speaker sound system that allows us to play the greatest hits of Hawaii as well as a
hydrophone which we will throw in to listen to the humpback whales sing LIVE!
-We have SHADE! That's a big deal when you are out in the sun all day. 60% of our boat is shaded.
-As for sea sickness, we are a single hull deep V vessel...which means we can cut through any sort of chop
with ease that keeps the majority of our guests comfortable. We don't bounce around with the waves which usually
causes upset stomachs. However, like with any boat, it is always good to take a non-drowsy Dramamine pill an hour
before check in if your prone to sea sickness.
-We are fast! Although safety is our #1 priortiy, we like to brag that we are the fastest boat out there; which
means we will get to the sea life activity the fastest! That's the type of boat you want when it comes to Whale
Watching along the Kohala Coast.
With twin 300 HP Mercury Verado engines, we can go Zoom Zoom!
*Friendly, knowledgeable, and attentive staff
-Our staff is full of ALOHA. We strive to make guests feel like they are family, ohana. We do our best to get
to know names and something about each of our guests. Each guest is very important and appreciated by Adventure
X crew. We want them to have an experience that they will remember but also an appreciation for our sea life,
island, and culture of Hawaii.
* Fantastic food

- We locally cater all of our food which means it is FRESH daily. Breads, sandwiches, pineapple,
cookies are usually on the menu**
Water, coke, diet coke, juice, and ginger ale are the drinks. We cannot serve alcohol and it does need to
be approved by the captain if it is brought on board by guests.
*Location, Location, Location
-We are minutes away from the major resorts along Kohala Coast. Guests hopefully will have their own
transportation, but rental cars or UBER are fairly reasonable.
-We don't have to deal with the crowded Honokohau harbor (boats and people)
-We are in the humpback sanctuary which means WE SEE MORE WHALES than the boats down in Kona. If
guests ask why? It is because of the shallow waters along the Kohala Coast. Humpbacks feel more protected when
birthing and raising a calf in shallow waters. Kona is known for the deep waters (that's why fishing is better down
there, but not whales).

Ultimate #1 Whale Watch
Guests can enjoy a respectfully close encounter
with our seasonal oceanic gentle giants, humpback
whales. We are a safe and intimate boat, getting to
where the action is happening the fastest. We also
listen to the humpback whales singing with our
hydrophone on board. Drinks and snacks included
Adults: $109.61 Children: $80.38 (ages 2-12)

Morning Dolphin Swim and
Turtle Excursion
We offer a respectful swim with wild dolphin
experience up north along the Kohala coast. We
hate the thought of dolphins being harassed, and
limit our interactions to 2 drops, allowing the
dolphins to choose to swim with us. After the
dolphin encounter, we head to our beautiful snorkel
spot which is known for turtles and turtle cleaning
stations. Food, drink, and snorkel gear included.
Adults $154.49 and Children $125.26 (ages 3-12) D

Manta Ray Night Snorkel
Join us at night to swim with these elegant
creatures, the reef manta ray. We are one of the
few boats at our location, so you don’t have to deal
with the crowds, and we tend to get a show all to
ourselves with manta rays being inches away from
your face as they are feeding off the plankton which
is attracted to our lights. Adults: $109.61 Kids: $94.99

Fabulous Afternoon Whale
Watch and snorkel (or just snorkel)
Take the #1 Ultimate Whale Watch and add
an hour of snorkeling, which is on a
beautiful reef known for turtles, eels, and
occasionally the manta ray. We include
drink and snacks. (2.5 hours).
Adults $130.48 Kids $109.61
Just the snorkel pricing (2 hours) Adults and kids $85.60

ULTIMATE #1 BIG ISLAND Whale Watch Facts: 8AM, 11 AM, AND 2 PM DAILY

The best whale watching on the Kohala coast. We guarantee ALL our whale watching trips JanuaryMarch. We abide by all federal and state laws when it comes to humpback viewing, however, our
humpback whales LOVE to come check us, the big yellow boat, out when our engines are off. We
have a hydrophone on board, and EVERY seat in the house has a great view. Food and drinks are
included in the cost. 20 passenger MAX. Come observe the humpback whales in the birthing and
mating season. Our captain and crew will share amazing facts with our guests about the whales,
dolphins, and the islands.
Guests should bring camera, jacket, REEF FRIENDLY sunscreen, sunglasses, and hat. Dress like you’re
going to the beach. Please wear sandals or flip flops.

FABULOUS AFTERNOON Whale Watch and Snorkel: 1:30PM-4:00PM MON-SUN

Includes 2 hours of whale watching (SAME AS STATED ABOVE) as well as a half-hour of snorkeling.
Total 2.5 hour trip. Max 20 passengers. We can turn any whale watch into a whale watch and snorkel
pending on availability and coordination with other scheduled trips.
Our favorite spot (weather pending) is Puako Reef known for the Turtles and the turtle cleaning
stations (where the fish clean off the turtle's shells). The reef is healthy and a home to many
different kinds of fish. We do see an occasional manta ray, eagle ray, eels, and a pod of spinner
dolphins.
We also have another great reef known for the beautiful coral and fish AND there's a sea cave to
explore.
We provide all the snorkel gear and flotation devices.
Captain and crew lifeguard from the boat and can assist first time snorkelers.
Food and drink included.
Guests should bring: towel, REEF FRIENDLY sunscreen, and hat. Guests should dress ready to jump in
the water. Jacket is recommended on morning trips.

ADVENTUROUS Afternoon Snorkel: 2 hours 20 passengers MAX

1:00pm, 3:00pm MON-SAT (not available in whale season, refer to afternoon whale watch and
snorkel)
Stories about our island, reef, and culture can be shared aboard this trip. A great educational
experience for Hawaii's underwater sea life.
Our favorite spot (weather pending) is Puako Reef known for the Turtles and the turtle cleaning
stations (where the fish clean off the turtle's shells). The reef is healthy and homes many different
kinds of fish. We do see an occasional manta ray, eagle ray, eels, and a pod of spinner dolphins can
come by at any given moment.

We also have another great reef known for the beautiful coral and fish AND there's a sea cave to
explore.
We provide all the snorkel gear and flotation devices.
Captain and crew lifeguard from the boat and can assist first time snorkelers.
Pineapple and drink included.
Guests should bring: towel, REEF FRIENDLY sunscreen, and hat. Guests should dress ready to jump in
the water.

MORNING DOLPHIN SWIM AND TURTLE EXCURSION
9AM-NOON regular or Holiday 8AM-11AM DAILY or occasionally 12pm
Respectfully swim with wild dolphins and snorkel with green sea turtles along a beautiful reef. All the snorkel
gear and flotation devices are provided. Food and drink included
Why go with us when there are several dolphin boats?
-Environmental respect and dolphin education
- We don't bombard the dolphins like some of the boats in Kona. We spend about 45 minutes with dolphins.
-We see turtles!
-We are 1/3 boats that operate up north that do dolphins...don't have to deal with the crowds in Kona
-Although sometimes windy...our fetch is minimal which means less seasickness. Kona has no wind...but has to
deal with big fetch that usually results in a lot of sea sick people
Things to note: bring own water bottles for filtered water or use biodegradable cup on board. 95% success rate
at finding dolphins. There are no guarantees or refunds for not finding dolphins. Not finding dolphins is very
rare, and we do everything we can to find them. However, guests need to know that they are wild animals and
there behavior can sometimes not be predicted nor controlled.
UPSCALE Private Charters

We can be very creative when it comes to a private charter. Dolphins, whales (in season), snorkeling,
turtles, exploring a sea cave, fishing, beach picnic are all options on a private charter.

Based on what the guest wants...we will price accordingly. There could be extra charge in food and
drink pending on request.
We ask a min of 2 hours.
$900/hr

NEW TRIPS FOR 2020
SUNSET WHALE WATCH 1.5 HR TRIP. 5:00 pm-6:30pm
There is something about a Hawaiian sunset, add humpback whales, this trip will be an absolute delight
to anyone on board. Join Adventure X Boat Tours on their NEW Sunset Whale Watch this winter from 5pm6:30pm. Photographers looking for the silhouette humpback whale breach? Well this is their trip. Maybe a
humpback whale tail with a sunlit and sunset snow-capped Mauna Kea in the background. We guarantee this
will be one of our most popular trips of the season, so guests will want to book early to assure availability.
Pineapple and drinks will be served. Light jacket is recommended, and photography equipment is ALWAYS
welcome!

Adult: $109.61 and Child $80.38

SUNSET WHALE WATCH AND MANTA COMBO 5:00pm- 8:30pm
We understand there’s a lot to do, and time is short when on vacation, so we have created a Combo trip for
our visitors seeking the beauty of our ocean animals.
Guests will join us on our Sunset Whale Watch that departs at 5pm. They then will return to dock, and briefly
disembark the boat to get fit into a wetsuit. Once the check-in process for the Night Manta Snorkel is
complete, they will then board Adventure X and go out and experience the Mantas at night. Adult $234.87
Child $182.68. Special food will be provided for those who book back to back trips catered from UTBT
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